
Index
A

accountability of institutions as measure of success of inquiry, 416

administrative and technological support, 154

advocacy groups vs. public inquiries, 11

Air India Inquiry
decision to create, 11-12

documentation of suffering of victims’ families, 326-327

evidence summaries, use of, 108-109

Order in Council, 132

rules of procedure, 157-158

voices heard at, 324-326

apology by government
apology statutes, 417-418

measure of success of inquiry, as, 416-422

Arar Inquiry
accountability, 416

apology, 419-421

excerpt from Arar’s wife’s book, 327

hearing, conduct of, 295

media spokesperson, 45

Order in Council, 132

policy review, 113-114

protection of Arar, 354

release of report, 381

rules of procedure, 107, 112, 157-158

standing, 134-135, 139

success of inquiry, assessment, 355

terms of reference, 99-100

B

Blood System Inquiry
accountability, 416

giving a voice to victims, 328-330

interim report, 368-369

joint federal/provincial commission, 95

judicial review, 401

length, 13, 400

mandate, 3

notices of alleged misconduct, 119-120, 373

preparation of final report, commission counsel and, 57-58

procedural fairness, 116

reporter’s view on giving a voice to tainted blood victims, 328-330

success of inquiry, assessment, 355

witnesses charged with criminal offences, 220



C

chief administrative officer, 153

CIPCCI, see Quebec Commission of Inquiry on the Awarding and Management of Public Contracts in
the Construction Industry

citizen journalists, 258-260

closing the inquiry
archiving documents, 394-395

destruction of documents, 396

distribution of report, 394

facilities, furniture and equipment, dealing with, 396-397

preparation, 397

responsibility for, 393-394

staff, 396

terminating telephone, Internet and photocopier services, 397

time involved, 397

website, 397

commission counsel
commission team, hiring of, 53

conflict of interest, 52-53

documents, obtaining and examining, 53

evidence, legal advice on, 54, see also evidence

final report, preparation of, 57-58

generally, 49

hearings, advice on structure and sequence, 53

impartiality, 50-52

inquisitorial process of inquiry, 50

junior counsel, role of, 66-74

lead commission counsel, Derry Millar, interview with, 58-66

location of hearings, 54-55

notices of misconduct, preparation, 57

parties, meetings with, 56-57

relationship with commissioner, 75-85

rules of procedure, drafting, 55

standing, advice to commissioner on, 55-56

time commitment, 52

witnesses, identification and interviews of, 56

work done prior to hearings, 53-56, see also evidence

commission team, hiring, 35-37

commissioner
appointment

judges as commissioners, 19-27

Reference Guide For Judges, 26

skills required, 27-28

commission team, hiring, 35-37

discussions with government before assuming role, 28-29

encouraging members of community to participate, 321, 322

former commissioners, conferring with, 39-40

guiding principles of inquiry, deciding, 44

impact of position on personal life, 34-35
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commissioner — Continued

media, relationship with, 45-47, 349

meetings with individuals and groups in affected community, 40-43

multiple commissioners, 32-34

physical premises of inquiry, securing, 37-39

relationship with commission counsel, 75-85

search powers, 215-216

Somalia Inquiry, lessons learned from 29-32

commissioner, tips for
budget, 180

chronology, 183

communication, 184

control of process, 181

delays, 183-184

electronic documents, 182

exhibits, 182

inquiry principles, sticking with, 181

notes, making, 182-183

remaining relevant, 181-182

retaining outside law firm, 181

sitting times, 182

stress and health, 180

summaries, 183

timeline, 180

witnesses, photographing, 183

communications consultant, communications officer, 154, 251-253

conflict of interest, commission counsel, and, 52-53

constitutional issues
division of powers, 87-95

generally, 87

joint federal/provincial/territorial commissions, 95-96

Cornwall Public Inquiry
adverse publicity for length and expense, 400

apology, 417

counselling services

coordinator, role of, 275-276

forms, 279

generally, 275, 280, 414

referral system established, 276-277

results of provision of services, 275

informal testimony, 333-334

jurisdiction exceeded, 199

length and expense, 400

mandate, 274

witness, refusal to testify, 211-213

counsel for parties at inquiry
collaboration of all counsel, 304

counsel for the government, 312-315

preparation of parties for examination, 305

professionalism, importance of, 305-306
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counsel for parties at inquiry — Continued

protection of clients’ reputations, 305

suggestions for, 304-306

counselling services and outreach
coordinator, role of, 275-276

Cornwall Public Inquiry mandate, 274

generally, 273-274, 280, 355

Pediatric Forensic Pathology in Ontario Inquiry mandate, 274-275

referral system established, 276-280

results of provision of services, 275

criminal/civil trials vs. public inquiries, 8-10, 28

D

document management checklist, 300-302

documents, see information, managing the flow and investigation before hearings

E

editor of commission report
components of report

abbreviations and acronyms, 386

appendices, 387

contents, 386

cover and title, 385

documentation — footnotes and endnotes, 386-387

executive summary, 387-388

figures and tables, 387

glossary and other lists, 386

preliminary pages, 385

quotations and transcripts, 387

recommendations, 387

confidentiality and security, 389-390

editorial process, 3 stages

1. preparing style guide and editing chapters for approval and translation, 388-389

2. reading complete report, final edit and preparation for layout, 389

3. page layout and checking proofs, 389

editorial tasks, summary, 391

file management, 390

generally, 155, 376-378, 382-384, 390

hiring editors and book designers, 376-378

levels of editing, 384-385

responsibilities, 384

scheduling and updating, 390

style guide, 391-392

educating the public as measure of success of inquiry, 412-413

effectiveness of inquiry, assessment
accountability, 416

apology by government, 416-422

educating the public, 412-414

evaluation measures, 399-402

generally, 422-423
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effectiveness of inquiry, assessment — Continued

healing, 414-416

implementation of recommendations, 403-412

electronic documents, see information, managing the flow

Elliot Lake Inquiry
closing the inquiry, 393-397

commissioner, 21

documentary disclosure, 121-122

electronic recordings in hearing room, 257

evidence, 158

exhibits, access to, 254-255

generally, 37-38, 42

hearing, conduct of, 295

judicial review, absence of, 401

junior counsel at, 66-74

location of hearings, 34, 37-39, 54-55

managing flow of information at, 282-299, see information, managing the flow

mandates, 114-115

media, and, 252-253

meetings with individuals and groups in affected community, 42

public meetings, 249

report

time for delivery, 379-380

translation, 376

time commitment of commission counsel, 52

transcripts, access to, 261

video broadcast, 256

web page, use of, 248

webcast, 256-257

witnesses charged with criminal offences, 220

ethical concerns
access-to-justice issue, 344-345

after the inquiry, 350-352

Australian practice, 343

during the inquiry, 348-350

Ethical Principles for Judges, 346, 352

generally, 339-340, 352

judicial independence, constitutional protection of, 341-342

‘‘offloading” executive responsibilities onto judges acting as commissioners, 342

potential commissioners should ask why, 346-348

presumption against sitting judges participating in inquiries, 345-348

Protocol on the Appointment of Judges to Commissions of Inquiry, 343-344, 346

UK practice, 343

US Model Code of Judicial Conduct, 342-343

Ethical Principles for Judges, 346, 352

evidence, rules of
generally, 195, 221

hearsay admissible in inquiries, 200-201

perjury, 213-215

power of inquiry to establish own processes, 195-197
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evidence, rules of — Continued

privileged communications

class vs. case-by-case, 201-202

procedures when privilege asserted, 204-208

solicitor-client privilege, 202-204

public interest immunity, 208-210

relevance, 197-200

search powers, 215-216

self-incrimination, privilege against, 216-220

evidence statutes and the Charter, 216-218

witnesses charged with criminal offences, 218-220

weight of evidence as determined by commissioner, 198

witnesses, compellability, 210-213

expert witness, 109-111, 334-336

F

funding, see also standing of parties at inquiry
generally, 140-145

independent assessment officer and oversight of public funds, 337-338

Ipperwash Inquiry, 141-142

legal counsel for witnesses or parties with standing, 169-170

National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, 142-144

Order in Council, and, 141

participant funding, cost of, 338

Walkerton Inquiry, 141, 142

G

Gomery Inquiry, see Sponsorship Inquiry

Goudge Inquiry, see Pediatric Forensic Pathology in Ontario Inquiry

government policy departments vs. public inquiries, 11

H

healing as measure of success of inquiry, 414-416

hearings, conduct of, see also information, managing the flow
closing submissions, 173-174

examination of witnesses, 171-172

notices of alleged misconduct, 172-173

opening statements, 170-171

phases of inquiries, 174-176

right to hearing

cross-examination, 123-125

disclosure, 121-123

generally, 118

notice of alleged misconduct, 119-121

witnesses, compelling attendance, 173

hearsay, 200-201, see also evidence, rules of

Hormone Receptor Testing Inquiry
apology, 421-422

recommendations, implementation of, 406
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Hormone Receptor Testing Inquiry — Continued

report, date of delivery, 379-380

I

implementation of recommendations as measure of success of inquiry, 403-412

independent assessment officer
appointment, 337

procedural fairness checklist, whether to appoint, 145

purpose, 337-338

responsible stewardship of public funds, 338

information, managing the flow
document management checklist, 300-302

documents, identifying the source, 282-284

electronic documents

documentary database, full access to, 288-289

management and review services, 285-286

planning for delays, 286-288

establishing roadmap and structure of inquiry, 282

generally, 281, 299

hearings

conduct — openness and transparency, 294-295

exhibits entered in bulk, 294

technology, use of, 293-294

hearings, preparation for

overview reports, use of, 291

privilege claims, procedure to address, 291-292

rules to ensure efficiency and effectiveness, 289-290

section 17 notice, 292

website for maintaining transparency, 292-293

witnesses, identifying, 290-291

post-hearing procedures

application by participant, 296-297

evidence from anonymous source, 297

final submissions, 297

generally, 295-296

preliminary investigations, 284

report

efficiency and cost-effectiveness in drafting, 297-298

time for delivery, 298-299

Inquiries Act (Can.)
establishing inquiries under, 2

history of, Inquiries Act, 1846, 4-5

notice of misconduct under section 13, 119, 372-373

procedures provided by, 101-102

standing or participation rights not covered, 131

witnesses, compellability under section 4, 210

investigation before hearings
documents

generally, 162-163

solicitor-client privilege, 163-164

summonsing personal documents, 164
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investigation before hearings — Continued

experts, 167

generally, 162

investigators, 166

witnesses

interviews, 164-165

photographs, 166

statements and affidavits, 165-166

investigative inquiries, rules of procedure and practice
community healing, 111-112

evidence summaries, 108-109

generally, 107

representative witnesses and institutional reports, 111

witness panels, 109-111

investigators, role of
during inquiry, 194

generally, 185-186

interviews

arranging interviews, 192

identifying who will be interviewed, 192, 193

lawyers, presence of, 193

mandate of inquiry, staying within, 194

notetaking, 193

preparation, 192

venue selection, 193

investigation preparation

criminal investigators, process for dealing with, 191-192

document organization, 191

information gathering, 191

relationships with inquiry team, 190

team of investigators, 190

skills and experience

computer, 189

conflicts of interest, avoiding, 189-190

drafting and notetaking, 187-188

good network, 188-189

interviewing, 187

managerial or supervisory, 188

organizational, 187

searching, 188

sensitivity and empathy, 189

Ipperwash Inquiry
educating the public as measure of success, 413

encouraging community participation, 321-323

exhibits on webpage, 247, 255

funding, 141-142

generally, 39, 41-42

giving a voice to the public, 321-323

Harris, Mike, appearance of, 305

interim report not filed, 369

lead commission counsel, Derry Millar, interview with, 58-66

location of hearings, 39, 54, 62
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Ipperwash Inquiry — Continued

mandate, 41

meeting with individuals and groups in affected community, 41, 62

protocol for dealing with assertions of privilege, 205

public meetings, 250

recommendations, implementation, 403-404

report, 366-368, 371, 380

transcripts on website, 362-363

video broadcast, 256

webcast, 256-257

witness summaries, 363

J

journalist’s view of the inquiry process, 263-272

junior counsel, role of, 66-74

K

Krever Inquiry, see Blood System Inquiry

L

legal analyst, senior, 154-155

lessons learned from experiences at public inquiries
choose experienced commission counsel, 358-359

engage civil society, 356

engage the public, 353-354

judicial review, avoiding, 356-357

long-term consequences of working on inquiry, understanding, 355

notices of misconduct, 357-358

protect vulnerable people, 354-355

resolving issues early in process, 357

success of inquiry, definition, 355-356

M

Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry
change in conduct of government officials as measure of success, 411

commission counsel, responsibilities of, 51

community hearings, 331

giving a voice to the public, 321

Late Nights on Air, novel, 331-332

meeting with individuals and groups in affected community, 41, 80

mandate
dual, 6, 114

evidence, relevance determined with respect to, 197, 199, 200, 201

explaining mandate to public in community meetings, 40

finalizing, 77-78

funding, and, 141

generally, 3

investigative inquiries, 6

investigators, and, 186, 187, 190, 194

procedural choices, and, 144
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mandate — Continued

search powers, 215

standing, and, 130, 135-137

terms of reference define mandate, 99, 132

media
access as part of public access

contact and interviews, 160-161

lock-ups, 161

photographs, 161

post-inquiry feedback, 161-162

press releases, 161

account of facts to public, 245

checklist for media officer, 262-263

citizen journalists, 258-260

communications consultant, 251-253, 349

definition evolving, 244

electronic recordings in hearing room, 257-258

exhibits, 254-255

facilities, 253-254

journalist’s view, 263-272

media officer checklist, 262-263

public meetings, 248-250

relationship between commissioner and, 45-47, 349

report release, 261-262

role of, 262

speaking to, 250-251

transcripts, access to, 260-261

video, 255-256

web page of inquiry, 245-248

webcast, 256-257

Model Code of Judicial Conduct (US), 342-343

N

National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
counselling services, 415-416

funding, 142-144, 400

joint federal/provincial/territorial commission, 96

multiple commissioners, 32

report

date for delivery, 379

interim, 368, 370

translation required by Order in Council, 375

terms of reference, 100-101

notices of alleged misconduct
generally, 172-173

preparation by commission counsel, 57

procedural fairness and, 119-121

taking care with, 357-358

timely, 372-373
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O

Oliphant Inquiry, see Schreiber/Mulroney Inquiry

Order in Council
Cabinet creates inquiry with, 3

constitutional issues, 87

contents, commissioner to take active role in determining, 28, 200

duration of inquiry, 13

funding, 141, 337

hearings authorized by, 102

interim reports, 368-369

judge appointed or authorized to act as commissioner in, 27

length of inquiry, 31

mandate or terms of reference specified in, 3

number of commissioners to be specified, 32

preamble, 28

report deadline, 29, 30, 67, 379

source of procedural fairness, as, 98

standing, 132

terms of reference set out, 99

translation of report required by, 375

witnesses, authority to compel attendance, 29

P

parliamentary committees vs. public inquiries, 10-11

Pediatric Forensic Pathology in Ontario Inquiry
apology, 418-419

counselling services

coordinator, role of, 275-276

evaluation of services, 280

First Nations and remote communities, 279

forms, 279

generally, 275, 280, 415

ongoing service, 280

referral system established, 278-279

results of provision of services, 275

exhibits, 254

expert panels, use of, 110

generally, 42-43, 44

junk science, public education about, 356

mandate, 274-275

meeting with individuals and groups in affected community, 42-43

principle of proportionality in, 44

recommendations, implementation, 261

report, 365, 366, 374, 379

representative witnesses, 111

rules of procedure, 107, 157-158

standing, 135-136, 139

terms of reference, 100

perjury, 213-215
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Phoenix Sinclair Inquiry
disclosure of transcripts of interviews, 122-123

guiding principles, 104

policy inquiries, rules of procedure and practice, 112-115

privileged communications
class vs. case-by-case, 201-202

procedures when privilege asserted, 204-208, 291-292

solicitor-client privilege, 202-204

procedural fairness
checklist regarding procedural choices, 144-145

funding, 140-144

generally, 98, 115-118, 144-145

governing statute, 101-103

hearing, right to

cross-examination, 123-125

disclosure, 121-123

generally, 118

notice of alleged misconduct, 119-121

impartiality and independence, 125-130

principles guiding conduct of inquiry, 103-104

recommended secondary sources, 146

rules of procedure and practice

key elements, 106-115

power to make rules, source, 105

process of rule-making, 105-106

standing

generally, 130

Order in Council, 132

rules and procedure, 132-133

statutory provisions, 131-132

types of standing, 133-140

terms of reference, 99-101

Protocol on the Appointment of Judges to Commissions of Inquiry, 343-344

public inquiries, generally
advantages, 15

advocacy groups, and, 11

cost, 14, 338

creation of, 2-3

criminal/civil trials, and, 8-10

criticism of, 14-15

duration, 13

giving voice to the public, 318-320

government policy departments, and, 11

guiding principles, 44

history, 4-5, 16

importance of, 13-17

independence, 3, 16

inquisitorial process of inquiry, 50

length, 30-32

mandate, 3
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public inquiries, generally — Continued

parliamentary committees, and, 10-11

physical premises of inquiry, securing, 37-39

power of inquiry to establish own processes, 195-197

protection of witnesses, 4

public education, and, 15-16

standing of parties, decisions on, 55-56

task forces, and, 12

termination, power of, 13-14

terms of reference, 99-101

think tanks, and, 11

types of inquiries

investigative, 6

policy, 7-8

witnesses, 56

Public Inquiries Act (Ont.)
date for delivery of report, 13, 29, 379, 380

establishing inquiries under, 3

evidence, admission, 291

joint federal/provincial commissions, 95

misconduct, findings of under s. 17, 292

multiple commissioners, 32, 34

power to establish processes under s. 7(1), 105, 132, 196

privileged communications, 201, 291

procedural choices and, 102-103

production of documents, 284

relevance of information to terms of mandate under s. 8(1), 197-200

rules of procedure, 55, 197

search powers, 215-216

standing, 132, 136

translation of report, 375-376

witnesses, compellability, 210-211

public interest immunity, 208-210

public meetings, 248-250, 321-322

Q

Quebec Commission of Inquiry on the Awarding and Management of Public Contracts in the Con-
struction Industry (CIPCCI)

combining fact-finding and policy formulation, 231-232

context of operation, 234-235

democratic considerations, 231

general background, 225

main findings, 227-229

mandate, structure and work of the CIPCCI, 226-227

recommendations, 229-231

research director, role of

clarifying scope of mandate, 236

constructing research team, 235-236

formulating research questions, 236-237

providing answers, 237-240

writing the report, 241-242
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Quebec Commission of Inquiry on the Awarding and Management of Public Contracts in the Con-

struction Industry (CIPCCI) — Continued

research, role of, 232-233

recommendations
engaging the public to push for implementation, 356

generally, 3, 6, 8, 15, 195, 221, 382

implementation as measure of success of inquiry, 8, 403-412

not binding, no legal effect, 20

policy inquiries, and, 113

preparation of, 387

standing and funding, discretion to grant, and, 136

R

Reference Guide For Judges Appointed To Commissions of Inquiry, 26

relationship between commissioner and commission counsel, 75-85

report, components of
abbreviations and acronyms, 386

appendices, 387

contents, 386

cover and title, 385

documentation — footnotes and endnotes, 386-387

executive summary, 387-388

figures and tables, 387

glossary and other lists, 386

preliminary pages, 385

quotations and transcripts, 387

recommendations, 387

report, preparation of
audience, consideration of, 374-375

commission counsel, and, 57-58

delivery date, 378-381

different volumes to be drafted, 365-368

drafting during inquiry, 370-372

editors and book designers, hiring, 376-378, see also editor of commission report

fact-checking, 375

generally, 361-362, 381-382

interim report, 368-370

notices of misconduct, timely, 372-373

planning the report at the beginning of inquiry, 362-363

primary drafters, 363-365

release to public, 261-262

translation, 375-376

writing the report, 241-242

reputation of parties in inquiry process
danger of damage to, 320

protection of, 305

research and policy, see also Quebec Commission of Inquiry on the Awarding and Management of
Public Contracts in the Construction Industry (CIPCCI)

research director, role of

clarifying scope of mandate, 236
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research and policy — Continued

research director, role of — Continued

constructing research team, 235-236

formulating research questions, 236-237

providing answers, 237-240

writing the report, 241-242

research, role of, 232-233

rules of procedure and practice
generally, 55, 157-158

investigative inquiries

community healing, 111-112

evidence summaries, 108-109

generally, 107

representative witnesses and institutional reports, 111

witness panels, 109-111

policy inquiries, 112-115

power to make rules, source, 105

process of rule-making, 105-106

running a public inquiry
generally, 147-151

hearings

conduct of, 170-176

inquiry vs. trial, 167

report, laying the groundwork, 167

standing, 167-170

investigation

documents, 162-164

experts, 167

generally, 162

investigators, 166

witnesses, 164-166

setting up the inquiry

commission counsel, 152-153

document management, 158-159

government officials, meeting with, 152

media, 160-162

offices and hearing room, 155

reading other inquiry reports, 162

rules of procedure, 157-158

security, 159

staff, 153-155

website, 155-157

writing the report, see also editor of commission report

after hearings completed, 178-179

during the hearings phase, 178

preparation, 176-178

release of report, commentary, 179-180

S

Schreiber/Mulroney Inquiry
commissioner, 35
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Schreiber/Mulroney Inquiry — Continued

investigator

information-gathering process, 191

role of, 194

location of hearings, 54

media, relationship with commissioner, 45

report, 363-364, 377

standing, 132

search powers of commissioner, 215-216

self-incrimination, privilege against
evidence statutes and the Charter, 216-218

witnesses charged with criminal offences (Westray Mine Tragedy), 218-220

solicitor-client privilege, 202-204, see also evidence, rules of

Somalia Inquiry
bias, 127

constitutional issues, 95

cross-examination, right to, 124

judicial review on issue of disclosure, 122

lessons learned from 29-32

mandate, 124

termination of inquiry by government, 13-14

Sponsorship Inquiry
bias, 127-129

media, relationship with, 45-47, 250, 349, 402

standing of parties at inquiry
applications for, 56, 168

cross-examination, right of, 123

funding and, 140-141

generally, 55-56, 130, 167-168, 320

legal counsel for witnesses or parties with standing

funding, 169-170

role of, 169

Order in Council, 132

production of documents by, 162-163

rules and procedures, 132-133

statutory provisions, 131-132

types of standing

avoidance of duplication and coalitions, 139-140

different phases of inquiry, at, 140

full standing, 134-137, 168-169

limited and special standing, 137, 168-169

rights of participation, 137-139

success of inquiry, see effectiveness of inquiry, assessment

T

task forces vs. public inquiries, 12

terms of reference
clarity of terms, 200
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terms of reference — Continued

commissioner should take role in determining, 28-29, 180

created by executive branch of government, 19

evidence, relevance, and, 199, 201, 221

generally, 99-101, 132

government to report to public on recommendations, term requiring, 404

procedural fairness, source of, 98

Public Inquiries Act, section 5, 102

report to respond directly to, 361, 422

rules made by commission not to conflict with, 105

specified in Order in Council, 3

standing to be granted to those named in, 132

think tanks vs. public inquiries, 11

Toronto Computer Leasing Inquiry/Toronto External Contracts Inquiry
chief administrative officer, 153

generally, 147,149, 206

guiding principles, 151

media, and, 245, 254, 262

privileged communications, and, 205-208

recommendations, 149

video broadcasting of, 255-256

types of inquiries
investigative, 6

policy, 7-8

W

Walkerton Inquiry
apology, 418

funding, 141, 142

generally, 38-39, 41, 44, 45, 47

guiding principles, 103-104

importance of, 423

judicial review, lack of, 307-308

media relations, and, 243-245

recommendations, implementation, 404-405

representing Frank Koebel at, 310-312

representing Stan Koebel at, 306-310

search warrants, 216

standing, 136-137

starting the process, 323

webcast, 256-257

website for inquiry, 155-157, 245-248

Westray Mine Public Inquiry
joint federal/provincial commission refused by federal government, 95

mandate, 3

witnesses charged with criminal offences, 218-220

witnesses
charged with criminal offences, 218-220

commissioner may take active role in questioning, 28
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witnesses — Continued

compelling attendance, 173, 210-213

cross-examination of by parties with full standing, 123-124

expert witness, serving as, 334-336

generally, 56

identifying based on review of documents, 290-291

interviews, 164-165

legal counsel for witnesses, role of, 169

perjury, 213-215

photographs, 166, 183

protection of, 4

representative, 111

self-incrimination, privilege against, 216-218

statements and affidavits, 165-166

witness panels, 109-111
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